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FROM THE ADMINISTRATOR
by Susana Greiss
will do a special mailing to help you identify your
colleagues. If you do not receive the list, or if the list
THE VIEW FROM NEW YORK
contains wrong information about you, please let us
The RLD East held two half-day workshops on
know immediately . It is not easy to keep up with
everybody, so this is one way you can help your Divi two consecutive Saturdays, March 11 and March 18, at
sion .
Eighth Avenue Studios in Manhattan. New York
University no longer has rooms for us , or they won't
confirm them until it is too late to notify our memUPCOMING EVENTS:
Good news, we are putting our show on the
bers . Eighth Avenue Studios is affordable, but we
road : We are in the process of planning two summer
cannot get a room for more than 3 hours at a time . On
meetings this year. One will be at Henry McQuiston's
March 11 we had a Russian into English practice test
workshop , and on March 18, English into Russian.
in Danbury, CT - an RLD tradition by now . We
AT A provided us with vouchers in lieu of the required
encourage everyone within reasonable distance to
at-home practice test, thus saving our members $35 .
come : it's lots of fun, beautiful country, gracious host.
There will be two AT A exam ination sittings in the
plenty to eat, and an opportunity to make new friends
and greet old ones . Oh, yes! We will also put together
New York area on June 3 and June 10. If you are plansome good material for you, drawn from Henry's dayning to take an accreditation exam, you must be 1) a
member of AT A for at least 30 days; 2) have taken the
to-day experience, and discuss general RLD business
practice test, at home or at a workshop; 3) register
Date: Sunday , July 9. Rain date: July 16. (Please
and send your check to AT A at least 2 weeks before
check by phone with Susana Greiss or Henry; his
the date of the sitting . Don't forget to enclose your
number is (203)792-2483 . Time: 11:00. Where: 159
voucher with payment. If you have any questions,
Clapboard Ridge, Danbury, CT . It is less than 2 hours'
please call ATA directly at (703)683-6100 . To find out
drive from New York, and the ride is quite pleasant. If
where the sittings will take place, call (201)772-7182
you are taking the bus from Port Authority, you
(again, waiting for ATA confirmation!) Good luck to
should catch the 10:15 Greyhound which arrives in
all!
Danbury at 11 :40 . From there, call Henry for pickup
On March 18, in addition to the practice test, we
(5 minutes away). Please be aware that you must buv
invited Krys Hall, an accountant who specializes in
the ticket in advance at t he ticket window . The driver
income tax returns, who talked to us about "everything
will not accept money . If you are driving, take the
a translator needs to know to keep proper records and
Saw Mill River Pkwy to Interstate 684 north, then
file taxes ." Krys also talked to us last year; she is very
Interstate 84 east to Danbury . Turn at exit 5 to Rte 39
thorough and methodical. We are very thankful to her
north , about 3 miles; Clapboard Ridge~ Rte 39, and
to taking the time to talk to us so close to the tax
Henry will put up a large sign near his entrance, so
filing deadline .
watch for No . 159 on your right and what we like to
We have had a number of inquiries for referrals
call the "dacha."
( continued on page 2)
lately , which is very encouraging. We try to spread
the work around , but we need to know as much as
possible about you. Robert Welsh tells me that he
only received about 140 entries for our database, but
at last count we had 414 members . It is hard for us to
believe that our members don't want to be listed in our
The View from Seattle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
directory free of charge! If we don't know who you are
Russia's "New Translators" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
and what type of work you do, how can we recommend you when a client calls? Wake up, guys! Fill out
Ukrainian-an Emerging Market . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
that form before it is too late ! All you need is a firstTranslating Czech in USA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
class postage stamp to get into that directory.
As soon as possible after you receive this newsInsurance for Translators . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
letter you will get an updated membership list. We
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FROM THE ADMINISTRATOR (continued from page 1)
You can also call Susana or Henry to see if you can catch a ride with
somebody who is driving. If you are coming fro m another direction , please
call Henry for instructions.
Henry's house has an absolutely gorgeous view of the valley, a patio
(where we meet) and quite a bit of land, where you can pick all kinds of
berries to your heart's content. We will provide containers for you to take
some home. By July 9 the berries should be ripe for picking. Last year,
berry picking was the high! ight of the day, a! though Henry laid out a
spread worthy of a true Russian Oat{ltuK.
We will have a short agenda , but the main purpose of this meeting is
to meet other Russian translators and network. Bring your questions, or
make suggestions on what you would like to discuss in advance , so t hat we
can be prepared for you. I have recently received lists of Russian
dictionaries, and will bring copies of them to distribute.
We sincerely hope to have a nice turnout t his year, so please mark
your calendars right now !

NEW: Midsummer night's dream : Many members tell us that they would
like to have a meeting closer to home . Well, New Englanders , rejoice! We
are planning a meeting in the Boston area; suggested date: August 19. I
would like to hear from all of you living in the area. Please fill out the
questionnaire below and return it to me as soon as possible, so that we can
make arrangements .
Name: ____________________________ Tel# :___________________
Address: --------------------------------------------------Is August 19 convenient for you for an RLD meeting in the Boston area?
_____ If not, can you suggest another date?
Can you
offer your house, or do you have suggestions as to where this meeting can
be held (nearby public park, friend' s house, etc )?

Layout and DTP: Galina Raft
Membership

$15 addition to ATA membership fee
and designation of Russian Division
membership on application or renewal form
provides full membership.
Write to ATA, 1800 Diagonal Rd.,
Ste. 220, Alexandria, VA 22314.
Affiliate membership $15 per year
provides a subscription to the newsletter
and participation in regional
and national activities.
Write to Susana Greiss
at above address.
Advertising rates

Classified ad: $5 per issue for up to 5 lines.
Display ad: $25 per issue for up to
V4 page. Send artwork to editor and
payment to Susana Greiss.

If no-one can offer their facilities for a meeting, would you travel to
Lowell, MA (my son's house) for t he day?
. If the meeting is
not held in Lowell, can you help with the planning, arrangements, and so
on?
(If you need more space, please write on a separate sheet of
paper.)
Other than getting to know each other and networking , what would
you suggest for a short program for the meeting?

One possibility is to discuss how each one of you handles the
translation of new E/ R - R/ E terms, perhaps bring your glossaries
and / or your questions.
Another topic could be: Should we change the name of the Division to
Slavic Language Division (pros and cons, implications of the change ,
etc )?
I can take written or faxed responses . (718 271 -2110 . ) Planning takes
t ime, so please don't delay.

•
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RUSSIA'S "NEW TRANSLATORS"
by John Doyle
In common speech in Moscow , "New Russian" is an
increasingly pejorative label. Players in the post-perestroika
economy are pushing the comrade-on-the-street down confusing
alleyways . "Non-new" Russians connect the tide of foreign
~usinesses with a continuing decline in their own country's
production ; joint ventures seem to them linked to the constantly
ris ing prices of goods . When I left for St . Petersburg in July of
last year , it was because my sponsor, the Canadian Bureau for
International Education, had approved a proposal to work with
t ranslators and interpreters in the "northern capital" firstly , and
later in Moscow itself. My goal was to talk of business methods
to this group whose members , I envisaged, must be greatly
benefitting from recent developments. The rise of the "New
Russians ," I thought, likely has been abetted by "New
Translators ." Perhaps it even has included them? Actualities , of
co urse , are always more shaded.
Aleksey Vladimirovich Yurasovski is a korennoy mosk vich ,
a third-generation Muscovite who began interpreting twenty-five
years ago , on a military posting in the Middle East . Things had
gone awkwardly . His own pair was English and Russian , but
English hadn't been mother tongue to any of the parties . "There
simply weren 't any Russian-Arabic interpreters available. But I
personall y enjoyed the experience , and decided that it was what
I'd do after leaving the army."
At that time though, employable interpreters were those
who had graduated from a prestigious foreign-language institute ,
perhaps as long ago as before the Great Patriotic War [WWil) .
"The elite group who worked at the Foreign Ministry , for
government offices , and so on, were very well paid, very
snobbish , and quite isolated - self-isolated - with the desire that
no one else should penetrate this small circle of gurus."
Similarly , to be a working translator in the former Soviet
Union meant following one of a few well-defined routes . One
career path entailed graduation from a university linguistics or
philology faculty , then placement within a large institute or
industrial concern . The translation needs of the workplace got
assigned to these employees; training involved a gradual
absorption of the vocabulary connected to their particular
enterprise . The duties of the translators, who typically were
low-salaried and female, were interlarded with other , usually
clerical, tasks .
Alternately , scientific and technical works were much
commissioned. In the view of the translators I spoke to, the
assortment of, for example , specialized dictionaries published in
the Soviet Union was much broader than that which was
produced abroad. And the books themselves were more precise
and serviceable. (The technical merit of the books produced was
undercut though, by the demerits of their distribution. Locating ,
and especially ordering a book following its printing was a
process that largely confounded even experts in scientific fields . )
But the field had its own checks to employment. Work could
only go to translators via VAAP , the massive government

(continued on page 8)

THE VIEW FROM SEATTLE
by Ann G. Macfarlane
Our view is overcast this month by more
than the usual Seattle drizzle . While the
committee which studied the future of the
University of Washington Slavic Department
recommended that it be preserved, the College
of Arts and Sciences has decided to eliminate
the Department, along with several others . An
appeal is under way, but the chances for
success are not bright .
Tenured faculty will of course remain at
the University , in different departments , but
those without tenure, as well as the Department's support staff, will be left to find other
employment. Some type of language instruc tion in Russi an at least will be maintained by
the University, but the courses in other Slavic
languages will presumably not be offered . The
loss of this Department will also impact adversely on the Eastern European programs of
the Henry M . Jackson School , and will no
doubt lessen the University 's chances of obtaining Federal grants in those subject areas.
Members of the Russian Language Divi sion have pushed hard to try to preserve the
Department . As Bill Derbyshire points out in
the current issue of NOTIS News , however ,
this is but one incident in the general discouraging trend of a "siege on Slavic studies ." W e
regret the outcome and fear that it may not be
overturned .
On other fronts, Victoria Davidova Stowe
gave us a three hour workshop on "Russian
Financial Terminology : Accounting" in
March . Members appreciated her extensive
experience, her warm personal style, and the
generous materials which she provided . We
have continued with our breakfasts . The
Northwest Translators and Interpreters Soci ety , which I now have the honor to serve as
President , has been active in trying to ward
off a wrong headed proposal by the Washington State Department of Social and Health
Services to "broker" language services to its
clients (more about the outcome in our next
issue) . Finally, Division members are planning some interesting workshops for Nashvill e.
I hope to see many of you at the AT A Conven tion in November .

nucbMG
Editor:
I was glad to see an invitation
in the February issue of the Slav
File to voice our views on the proposal to change the name of the
Russian Language Division to
"Slavic Language Division ."
I oppose such a change. It
makes no more sense to lump all
Slavic languages into the Russian
Language Division than to merge
Dutch and Swedish into the
German Division or to combine
Japanese with Chinese and change
the Japanese Division name to
Character Language Division. Such
divisions would be too general and
would provide no added benefit
past that already provided by
general linguistic associations such
as the ATA.
The Russian Language
Division was formed because of the
need of Russian translators and
interpreters for a language-specific
forum. Some of the Slavic
languages don't even use the same
alphabet. The Russian Language
Division should remain exclusively
Russian . For that matter, the name
"Slav File" should be changed to
the "Russian File."
Tanya Gesse
Chicago , Illinois

<> +<>
Editor:
With regard to the other
Slavic languages, I would make the
strongest possible pitch that the
current Russian Division include
them . Speaking from 35 years
experience teaching in
Russian / Slavic departments in
this country , I think it unlikely
that there will ever be sufficient
demand for translators of the other
lavic languages to be able to form
their O\ n separate sub-division.
( The same ' ould apply to
Slavl=ils

translators of the non-Slavic
languages of Eastern Europe and
the former Soviet Union ) Most of
the Slavic languages are so close in
their structures and vocabulary
that there could be a great deal of
valuable exchange of ideas at
future meetings. I myself am
competent in Slovene and SerboCroatian as well as Russian, and I
welcome the participation of
translators of all Slavic
languages .... [Other suggestions
for division names are] the
Russian / Slavic Division, the
Eastern European Division , or even
the Russian and Eurasian Division.
Having written the above, I state
that my own preference is to be as
inclusive as possible and to have a
group which would welcome
translators of all Slavic languages
as well as those not related to the
Slavs Iinguisti ca lly , i.e ,
neighboring languages or those
who have had , for better or worse,
historical ties with the Russian
empire such as Hungarian,
Armenian, etc. Finally, although I
very much dislike the idea of
giving prominence to the name of
just one language in a title, for
practical reasons I also believe it is
necessary to highlight the word
Russian. I would therefore propose
the following title for the current
Russian group: Russian and
Eastern European Division . None
of the titles proposed above have
much pizzaz, but each is plain,
simple, and conforms to common
usage in academia and the public
and private sectors. Whatever new
name the Russian Language
Division takes on, it should be one
that clearly identifies it as that arm
of ATA which concerns itself with
the languages east of the German
speaking territories up to, let us
say, the Ural Mts .
I hope that the preceding is of
help in your deliberations.
William W. Derbyshire
Somerset , New Jersey

<> +<>

Editor:
AT A is now examining its
structure and looking at possible
by-laws changes. One proposal
calls for geographical
representation on the Board of
Directors. But as the globe
shrinks, we can see how interest
groups are becoming the dominant
principle for representation, not
geography. I have more in common
with a Russian-English translator
who works in New York than an
English-Spanish interpreter who
works here in Austin. If Board
seats are allocated, the principle
might focus on Division
representation in a governing body
In any event, I believe the
Divisions will grow in importance
with regard to ATA itself, and
especially in terms of useful
services they can provide. That is
why we should carefully define and
name ourselves .. ..
Russian is the primary
working language for a large body
of AT A members. AI though we
may also translate other Slavic
languages and other languages of
the former USSR, the term best
describes the majority interest. W e
focus our energy on Russian, but
we can and do support other
languages . Ukrainian translators,
for example, have entries in the
division 's directory and present
sessions at workshops and
conferences; indeed, they are now
working to establish AT A
accreditation examinations for
Ukrainian translators. The RLD's
current "big umbrella" policy will
support and publicize the activities
of its members, but these activities
will be conducted by those who
work with the specific language.
On the other hand, if we want
to encourage active participation
by those who work with all Slavic
languages, it is only natural that
we call ourselves the Slavic
Language Division. This does not
detract at all from the majority

(continued on page 5)

nucbMG
(continued from page 4)
working with Russian , but merely
acknowledges that our interests go beyond that
one language.
The division has had a de facto policy of
inviting other-than-Russian linguists to join
and participate. Why not make this policy
expl icit in our name? Our newsletter is already
called the Slav File. Polish translators, for
example can more readily identify with a Slavic
Division than a Russian Division. We might
expect a small growth in membership by being
more openly inclusive. And there is strength in
numbers.
On consideration, I believe I will vote for
" The Slavic Language Division." Russian
translators have nothing to lose, and by
acknowledging all the translators and
interpreters within our linguistic family , the
division has much to gain.
Mike Conner
Austin, Texas

0 +0

FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK
by Christina Sever
With a fairly meager, though heartfelt
response to the question posed in the last issue
regarding the Division's possible name change,
I feel compelled to add my two kopeks to the
discussion, by registering my opinion as
heartily approving a change to the Slavic
Language Division. And I see no reason to
restrict it to Cyrillic-alphabet Slavic languages.
There is no compelling reason not to be open to
all the languages of our family, and there are
many advantages. The consequences of coming
out from under Communist regimes gives us
much more in common in terms of our work as
translators and interpreters than just the
language family itself. The ATA does not now
accredit translators of any but Russian and
Polish. Until that problem is solved, we can
provide a home for the rest of the Slavic
translators. There are many of us who work in
more than one Slavic language, and that
number will probably increase given the
explosion in travel, trade, and communication.
I myself am learning Ukrainian intensively
right now, and have done a little work with
Croatian.
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Hamawa Fei'LilbfitaH
Orry6m1KOBaHHOe B 4-M BhmycKe Slav File nHCbMO B raJeTY
«ApryMeHTbl 11 cpaKTbl>> rrpHBJieKaeT BHHl\laHHe K I1pOHHKHOBeHHIO B pyccKHH H3b!K orpOMHOfO 'iHCJla HHOH3bl'iHbiX Tepl\IHHOB.
XoTeJJocb 6bi o6paTHTb BHHMaHHe eme Ha O.ll.HH cpaKT, He
CIIOC06CTBYIOIUHH coxpaHeHHIO 'fHCTOTbl pyccKoro H3biKa: 3TO
xapaKTepHOe .ll.M MHOrHX HMMHrpaHTOB BKparrJJeHHe B pyccKyiO
peYb aHrJJHHCKHX CJJOB 11 KOHCTPYKllHH. To 11 aeJJo rrpHXO.lJ.HTCH
CJlbilllaTb: "OH 6epeT aHr JJHHCKHH 11 MaTeMaTHKy'' ( BM. "oH
JaHHMaeTCH aHr JlHHCKHM 11 l\taTeMaTHKOH"), OHa HMeeT XOpOlliHX
aeTeii:" (BM. "y Hee xopolliHe aeTH"), "He JHaiO, ecJJH H eMory
rroii:TH" (BM. "He JHaiO, eMory JJH H rroii:TH"). A KaK YacTo JBy YaT
BOKpyr cppa3bl THrra: "Y Hero JaMe'faTeJibHbiH HHlllypaHc"
(rroYeMy He "cTpaxosKa"?), 5I arrJiaHBaJJa Ha pa6oTy" (noYeMy
He "rroaaBaJia 3aHBJieHHe"?), "Y HHX 103aHaH MalliHHa" ( IIO'ieMy
He "noaep)f(aHHaH"?) HJIH "Mbi KYIIHJIH 3TO Ha ceii:Jie c TaKHl\t
JlHCKayHTOMi'' (rroYeMy He "Ha pacrrpo.lla)f(e C TaKOH CKH.ll.KOHI")
ITrrlllelllb see 3TH aHr JIHHCKHe cJioBa pyccKHMH 6yKsa:-.m H
cep.lllle KpOBb!O 06JIHBaeTCH! A Be.llb HMeHHO TaKyiO peYb CJlbilllaT ;!eTH, KOTOpble H TaK-TO, K CO)f(aJleHHIO, BO MHOfHX Hl\11\-IHrpaHCKHX CeMbHX IIOCJie.ll.HeH BOJ!Hbl TepH!OT pyccKHH H3biK JierKO
H CJIHlliKOM 6biCTpO.
BeJycJJOBHO, aMepHKaHCKaH )f(l13Hb HaCTOJlbKO OTJJHYHa oT
)f(HJHH B PoccHH, 'fTO .ll.M MHorrrx 3.llelliHHX rroiDITHH npocTo HeT
pyccKHX CJIOB, TaK KaK He 6b1Jl0 11 COOTBeTCTBYIOIUHX peaJIHH.
CMelliHO 6biJIO 6br HacTaHBaTb Ha yrroTpe6JieHHH coYeTaHHH
"BbiCOKOCKOpOCTHaH .LIOpora" BMeCTO "xai\:sei\:" HJIH "ueHTp
ropO.lla" BMeCTO "aayHTayH", TaK KaK 3TO .llaJieKO He O.[IHO 11 TO
)!(e. 3aHMCTBOBaHHe I10.ll06HbiX CJlOB B pycCKHH H3b!K o6oramaeT
ero, TaK )f(e, KaK o6oramaeTCH aHrJIHRCKHH, JaHMCTBYH TaKHe
pyccKHe cJioBa KaK "borshch" HJJH "kasha" , 'fTO t~aJieKo He TO )f(e
caMoe, 'fTO "beet soup" H "hot cereal". Ho HCIIOJibJOBaHHe
aHrJIHRCKHX CJIOB TaM, f.[le B 3TOM HeT He06XO.lJ.HMOCTH , - HeJleIIOCTb. BoT KaKOR pa3rOBOp Me)!(Jly IIO.llpOCTKaMH H He'iaHHHO
IIO.llCJIYlllaJia B .[lOMe CBOHX .llpyJeiJ::
Malll, Tbi HMeelllb speMH? Bbr6pocH 3TOT MelliOK B rap6H.[I)f(.
He JHaiO, ecJIH H eMory 3TO ct~eJiaTb. Y MeiDl 6oJiblliOH
3CaHHMeHT. A IIOTOM, 3a60TbCH caMa 0 CBOeM rap6H.ll)f(e.
CTpalliHOBaTo? ITo-MOeMy, npocTo )f(YTKO I H rrepsoe 'fTO ,
IIO-MOeMy, MO)f(HO H .[IOJI)f(HO HaM BCeM .[leJiaTb B 3TOR CHTyal..ll-111
- 3TO CJie.llHTb Ja CBOeif pe'fb!O, IIOMHH, 'fTO HalliH .lleTH
HeBoJibHO Hac KorrrrpyiOT.

Om peamw,uu:
3ma npo61le.Ma He H06a U 6bt/la noauetf.eHa ew,e 6 1925 zoay
MaRK06CKU.M. CmuxomeopeHue ~Auepw.. m-l.cKue pyccKue>.>
npueoaumcR Ha cmpaHuu,e 10.

UKRAINIAN - AN EMERGING MARKET?
=

by Igor Vester

The telephone is ringing. "Hello, is this Igor? My
name is John Anybody from the XYZ Corporation. Are
you a Russian translator? Excellent. We have an
agreement that needs to be translated into Ukrainian.
Are you available?"
This is a conversation I have had many times.
Sounds good, right? Except that nobody would be
likely to ask a Swahili translator to work with a text
in Urdu. But until very recently the Ukrainian
language has been widely considered - at least among
the general public - to be just another dialect of
Russian. This was not purely a matter of linguistic
literacy. Historically and geographically, Ukraine was
a part of the former Soviet Union for a long time, and
the language of all business and trade with Ukraine
has been predominantly Russian, which, to a great
extent, contributed to the creation of such a peculiar
stereotype
Today, American businesses are increasingly
exploring new opportunities in Ukraine. The number
of American law firms and trade and industrial
companies establishing offices in Ukrainian cities has
tripled over the last three years. The recent approval
of the IMF loan to Ukraine , U.S. assistance in
dismantling the Ukrainian nuclear weaponry, and
numerous joint projects are adding to a steady growth
in this trend. As a translator , I can measure this
growth by the number of requests for Ukrainian
translations: from 8 in 1990 to 72 in 1994. (Besides, it
definitely is not pure coincidence that an article on
government involvement in the translation business
was written in the October 1994 Chronicle by Mr.
Edward J. Salazar, the U.S . Department of State's
Desk Officer for Ukraine!)
However, things are changing much more slowly
in language than in the economy. All such changes are
not always positive: presently, the Ukrainian
language, even though it's gradually getting back to
its roots , suffers from the same contagious disease
Russian does by borrowing mostly English terminology
and phraseology. (Reading Ukrainian newspapers is
still a tough business for me: sometimes I think that it
would be much better if certain articles were written
in English.) Although this probably makes life easier
for Ukrainian-into-English translators, the opposite is
not true. Ukrainian business, trade, and financial
terminology and phraseology, which started
developing in 19th century, have been all but
forgotten . The situation is aggravated by the fact that
for more than 60 years the Ukrainian language has
experienced strong pressure from the language of "Big
Brother ," i.e. from Russian (which itself has been
grossly distorted and spoiled by ideological cliches and

communist phraseology) . Borrowing Russian words
and expressions became so common that a special, and
very contemptuous, Ukrainian word - surzhik - was
coined for that weird Russian-Ukrainian slang.
Unfortunately, the apparent proximity of the
Russian and Ukrainian languages creates a false
impression that any Russian translator who spent some
time or even lived in Ukraine can handle EnglishUkrainian work. Quite often here in the U.S.
translators accredited by AT A in English- Russian
language combination can't resist temptation and,
armed with only a school English- Ukrainian dictionary
and a vague idea of what real Ukrainian language is
supposed to sound like (save for grammar, style, and
special terminology) , accept assignments into
Ukrainian. The results are shameful: I once witnessed
some Ukrainian officials diligently try several times to
read one such 'translation' and finally asked their
American counterpart to give them the English
original to have it translated by a local translator In
other cases I received requests from translation
agencies to review Ukrainian translations, and in most
cases these were so poor that no editing was possible
Such cases damage the reputation of real professionals.
in particular , and that of our profession, in general.
At te recent AT A convention in Austin I was a
moderator of the Ukrainian business and legal
terminology workshop. After having had the pleasure
to meet colleagues and work with them, I've come to
the conclusion that there are so many highly
experienced and professional Ukrainian translators
actively working with Ukrainian language that the
time has come to establish an accreditation exam in
English- Ukrainian and Ukrainian- English language
pairs. This is not just a matter of showing respect to a
language more than SO million people currently speak
With its geographical location, well-developed
industry, and a large number of trained specialists,
Ukraine is becoming increasingly attractive for foreign
(and, in particular, American) investors. This creates a
new market for translation and interpretation services
requiring professionals whose credentials are validated
by AT A accreditation .
Recently the SlavFile, the newsletter of the
Russian Division, spread a message for those who
would support this idea . Since then, I have received a
dozen phone calls from Ukrainian translators, but we
need morel Please call me at 718-853-5030 or fax your
comments and suggestions as well as contact data
(very important!) at 718-435-8930 ( 24 hours a day)

Reprinted with permission from
TheATA Chronicle

TRANSLATING CZECH IN THE UNITED STATES
by Dagmar Kotlandova Koenig (Seattle, Washington)

Translators of less well-known languages living
and working outside their own country face a number
of unique issues. Competing in a small pool for too
few jobs , limited access to linguistic resources, and
lack of standards for evaluating qualifications and
skills can make for a challenging, and sometimes a
hard life .
I am currently in the process of establishing
myself as a translator of Czech in the United States.
The Pacific Northwest is not a high-demand region for
Czech. Since my heritage is Czech, however, and I
love translating Czech and English, I decided to
conquer the problem of the "wrong location" by
developing contacts all over the U.S. and my own
country.
Since I have an appropriate degree from Charles
University in Prague, and teaching and translating
experience in the Czech Republic, I thought
establishing myself would not be difficult. After
several months of market research, though, I have
discovered that the name "Charles University" does
not mean much to most people here. Clients sometimes
cannot distinguish between speaking Czech or Slovak
as a native language, and having the relevant
education and experience to do the job. It seems often
impossible for local administrators to evaluate a
potential translator's skills properly without any
American certification procedure.
The situation is slowly improving as the
profession is growing. The Department of Social and
Human Services of the State of Washington, for
example, is establishing standards for interpreters in a
number of languages (Czech is not yet among them,
however). I welcome this development, and hope that
the process of increasing requirements for qualifications and skills of all interpreters and translators will
continue.

testing should be established in the United States and
Canada. Perhaps AT A accreditation tests in Czech and
in Slovak would be a worthy pursuit at this time.
paying off later for the increasing numbers of clients
in these languages.
Lack of professional resources is another
difficulty. There are many good dictionaries published
in the Czech Republic, but there are still gaps. Legal
terminology is a good example - I have still not been
able to find a good legal terminology dictionary for
English and Czech. Many professionals are working on
it, though. I heard recently that such a dictionary
might be on the way from a team of translators work ing for an American law firm stationed in Prague.
In recent years much has been published in
business and technical terminology, and some of these
resources are available through international bookstores in the U.S. Some promising dictionaries are
available on computer, though they are rather costly
am diligently working on compiling my own glossaries
in the fields in which I work, mostly legal. medical
and business terminology. I would be happy to
exchange notes and ideas with anybody who is
interested and has something to share.
My conclusion for anyone trying, like me, to
become a serious full-time translator and interpreter of
Czech in the United States is that there is a long way
to go. But the translation profession is like that: first a
long period of investing in skills and equipment, with
little return until after years of dedicated work. T.G .
Masaryk, the first president of Czechoslovakia, used to
say that any Czech who wants to be successful in a
foreign country must work twice as hard as the locals.
He certainly knew what he was talking about!

MOSCOW SCHOOL OF

Most translation and interpreting work in Czech is
done in the Czech Republic , of course, where opportunities abound these days . Translation of English has a
long and strong tradition with Czechs, and it has never
been easy to break into. The once small and tight pool
of serious, professional translators is growing,
however, both inside and outside the country.
Even with the current professional boom, when
increasing quantity does not always mean the best
quality , one must still work hard, and have an
excellent knowledge of both Czech and English, in
order to succeed . Equally high standards should be
maintained outside the Czech Republic. Certification

TRANSLATION AND INTERPRETING (MIST/)
IS OFFERING RUSSIAN-ENGLISH AND
ENGLISH-RUSSIAN SPECIALIZED
DICTIONARIES FOR SALE. THE DICTIONARIES
ARE AVAILABLE IN BOOK FORM AND ON
DISKETTES (WINDOWS FORMAT).
FOR THE LIST OF DICTIONARIES AND
SOFTWARE AND TO ORDER PLEASE SEND A
SASE TO MIST/, C/0 OLGA CHERNY
333 E. 46TH ST., APT. 4F

NEW YORK, NY 10017.

RUSSIA'S 'NEW TRANSLATORS'

(continued from page 3)

copyright agency which authorized and commissioned
all translations from within its own ranks.
Literary translators also, or even especially ,
constituted an authorial mafia. Dima, who tried breaking into that field several times since the late 1960s,
sees a division to the literature that formerly was
translated into Russian . "I think that it was the
achievement of, say , the two previous generations to
have translated all classical [i .e . Greek or Latin]
literature at a very high level ." But of those who
provided books translated from Russian to English ,
"there were a few masters among them, [but mostly]
they all seemed the same to the reader - the same
language, the same expressions, the same curses, and
so on ." Dima's colleague in translation concurs: "There
were ten to fifteen of them , fostered at this institute ,
and they didn't give any work to anyone else . Their
views and sympathies, their idea of languages - of both
the Russian and English languages - took the same ,
purely Victorian form . Very starchy, high-brow,
decent, and polite. In other words, old farts."
In the late 1980s, official translators did become
affected by changes inaugurated by perestroika. As the
Soviet government began stopping down on its foreign
language publications V AAP began to founder . Predictably , then came moves to establish two or three
associations with the right to qualify interpreters and
translators. But by this time , most "outsiders" - i.e .,
most translators or interpreters - viewed such efforts as
an attempt by insiders to guarantee their privileged
positions in the newer, less secure market.
These associations continue on, not as registered
societies, but rather as informal means for levying
professional "accreditation only at the highest level."
No one is ever invited to join, and their activities in
Moscow are largely unknown to translators outside of
their very select circles .
V AAP itself disintegrated when the Soviet Union
collapsed . But Russia is still a hyper-literate nation
where a never-ebbing flood of translated works gets
carried forth to readers. (Television and radio in
Russia is a polyglot's paradise. TV viewers get
towatch , for example, German or Swedish movies
dubbed into Italian, with subtitling in English or
French, topped off with studio overdubbing by
Russian "actor-interpreters.") Everyone recognizes that
the books and magazines sold at bookstores, in
markets, on street stalls - everywhere in the cities - are
of uniformly low literary value . The problem now is
centred in market economics .
Dima's professional resume, with its many twists
and turns, illustrates well what problems translators
must contend with. "After the mid-1970s, when I
decided not to work for the state , I had to combine

translating from English or French , with teaching at
home. At the time of perestroika , I tried to become a
literary translator . I translated several detectiv e
novels. It was very interesting and I liked it very
much ." But even at ten to fifteen typed pages per day .
it turned out that it was easier to earn money by teac hing. This was at a time when many private firms
sprang up , teaching crash courses to adult learners.
(Of this period he notes: "Perhaps I am one of those
responsible for the fact that now so many peopl e here
know English that they don't need many
translations .")
After three-and-a-half years of teaching, high
taxes were taking too much of a teacher's salary , so he
returned once more to translating. There had been a
similar mushrooming in the early 1990s of small 1- or
2-persons translation bureaus in Moscow . Most of
these have since folded , also killed off by "taxes ,
racketeering, or the high rents for offices ."
Consequently , most requests for translations com e
to Dima from the fewer , larger firms that remain .
Clients are mainly businesses seeking translations in to
English . The topics are very varied , from telecommu nications or mobile phones to legal texts such as
contracts and agreements . His per page fees are $10
US ; for interpreting he charges $50 per day . This is
about six or seven times what an average or state
employed worker makes , or a university professor for
that matter .
Working translators aren't loath to admit that the
translations being provided to their commercial clients
are of wildly varying quality . But they don't foresee
that a society or accrediting body ... soon will be
formed . "There would be no point in applying any
rules because they won't work. The demand is too high
you see. Let's let the market develop."
Short-sighted? Yes , from over here. Pressing
translators further on this question of how to assure
quality, the response that is ventured seems to me so
reflective of our differences , that it might serve as a
key to understanding the prevailing approach to the
profession "over there."
Nothing is final with translation. If your English
or Russian isn't sufficiently good, why not learn it
better? You've got all the chances of becoming an
expert in two or three years. It's just diligence and
patience, that's all. It makes me optimistic, because
even a very bad translator can become a very good one
in two or three years. Or four or five. If he is diligent
and he knows what he wants .

Reprinted with permission from TRANSLetter
newsletter of the Society
of Translators and Interpreters of British Columbia
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INSURING YOUR HOME TRANSLATION BUSINESS
Translators in Seattle have looked into liability or
omissions and errors insurance, but that is not the
focus here . Free-lance trans lators generally work from
their home . Not all self-employed people thin k of the
risks involved in their home office , but the recent
winds and floods should make us all think aga in. Not
only your living quarters but also your livelihood cou ld be ruined. A lawsuit could wipe you
out financially. A thief might not
take your dictionaries, but he might
vanish with your computer
and other office equipment.
Some translators might feel
special insurance will cost too much.
But you might find the coverage you
need for as little as $15 to $50 a
year. A more comprehensive policy might cost $75 to
$400 .
Because home-business insurance is relatively new ,
to find the insurance you need, it is important to call
two or three agents to learn what is offered. You may
have four options.
Your current homeowner's or renter's insurance does
not necessarily cover the contents of yo ur office. It
typically protects $1000 to $ 2,500 worth of business
equipment and $250 for a loss off-premises (stolen
from your car, for example). The equipment is insured
against the risks named in your policy, like fire, theft,
windstorm and so on--but not flood (that comes only
under federal flood insurance) and not if your toddler
dumps spinach into your laser printer. There's no protection against lawsuits, and no income-replacement if
your business shuts down because of damage to your
home .
Nevertheless, simple home-owner's insurance may
be sufficient for a one-person translation business .
Read your policy to see what's covered. Strictly speaking, business computers are often excluded. But if you

HOPKA Y HOPKH
A. illu6ae8
HopKa
EcJIH B HOpKe
BbrJie3Jia 113 HopK11
HeTy HopK11,
H norriJia
Mo)KeT, HOpKa K 3HaKOMOH HOpKe.
Bo3Jie HOpK11?
B HOpKy HOpK11HY
HeT Hl1r.n:e.
BorriJia,
II ponaJI 11 cJie.n: .
HopKy B HOpKe
HopKa - 3.n:ecb,
He HarriJia.
A HOpK11 - HeT .
J13 KHUZU ~TOttKa, mottKa, 3GnRmaR
( eece!lbte cmuxu o zpa.At.AtamuKe)»

also use it for games , balancing your checkbook and
other personal matters, the insurer may accept it as
covered personal property .
You might add a traditional rider to your policy.
You can raise yo ur home-business coverage limits to
protect equipment worth up to $10,000 or $15,000 and
$1 ,000 or $1,500 off-premises. There may also be
riders for limited types of liability, like injury to
customers at your home - but not for broad
business risks like false advertising
Cost range for a rider could be around
$10 to $15 a year, and perhaps $40 for
a package of several protections.
A separate business owner's pol icy covers
the works: loss of equipment, computer file s,
business property, cash up to $5,000 or $10 ,000 , a
broad range of business-liability risks and off- premises
losses of equipment worth over $15 ,000 .

If your translation business shuts down because of
damage to your home , you can be reimbursed for up to
12 months of lost income. Price range for a typical
home-office package with a $250 deductible from State
Farm Fire and Casualty Co: $150 to $250 a year in a
big metropolitan area.
Specifically designed for today's home-based businesses, the mini-business owner's coverage is a standalone policy . RLI Insurance has an In- Home Business
Insurance Program and Fireman's Insurance has a
Home Enterprise Program .
One of these four types of home-business insurance ought to be right for you. Just ask an insurance
agent what is best for your needs.
Summary by Rad/ex
Reprinted with permission from
NCT A Trans Ioria/
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ARTS & HUMANITIES
Bibliography
Biography
Education
History
Humanities
Information & Library Sciences
- Interpreting
Journalism
Linguistics
Media
Pedagogy
Political Science
Religion & Philosophy
Theology & Script ure

nerpos
KannaHoM
Ja nyroBI.1L-IY

no~MaH .

WTaHbl
JannaTaHbl,
KaK 6anKaHCKaJI KapTa.

·A

BaM,

C3p,
Bbl 3Haere,
KaJKeTCR,
TyAo~ npo~AeTe

Mo~ anaprMaH?
4eTblpe 6noKa,

nOTOM
CIOAO~

AaAI.ITe KpeH.

Art
Architecture
Art (includes visual &
performing arts)
Magical Arts
Music and Musicology

A ecn1.1
CTp1.1TKapa Ha61.1Ta,
OKOJlO
MOlKeTe 83RTb
nOA3eMHbl~

TpeH.

8o3bMI.ITe

Behavioral Sciences
Anthropology & Archaeology
Criminology & Penology
Psychology & Psychiatry
Sociology

C MeHRHbeM nepeGRAKI.1 TI.1KeT
1.1 npi.ITe

cnoKo~Ho,

6yATO a renere.
CneJere Ha K6pHepe
y Aporc Jli.1KeT,
a MHe YlK
1.1 n1.1Hry
np1.1Hec 6ymerep.
np1.1XOAI.1Te pOBHO
a ceseH OKJ16K,norosop1.1M
npo HOBOCTI.1 8 ropoAe
1.1 npoBeAeM
nO-MOCKOBCKI.1 Be4epOK,OAHI.1 CBOI.1:
JKeHa Aa 66pAep.
A c AJKa6oM 3aB031.1Tecb a Te4eHI.11.1 AHR
1.1111.1
pa3AYMaere BOBCe TOrAa
06R3aTeJlbHO
OT3BOHI.1Te MeHR.
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1.1 KaHyno
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a MI.1CTep KannaH Ha V1cr.
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neTI.1T Ha nonHoM nycKe.
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coo6paJKaTb no-pyccKI.1.
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ATA REFERENCE LIST

caMo~
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YlK ecn1.1
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[1925]

Literature
Literature
Literature
Literature
Literature
Literature
Literature

Children's
Fiction
Non-Fiction
Poetry
Theater
Theory & Criticism

BUSINESS
Accounting & Auditing
Advertising & Public Relations
Banking
Business Administration
-commerce
Economics
· Fi nance
Insurance
Labor Relations
Maritime Commerce & Industry
Marketing
Real Estate
Tourism
Law
Law
Patents, Trademarks & Copyrights
INDUSTRY & TECHNOLOGY
Aerospace Industry
Automotive Industry
Building & Construction
Computer Applications (includes
data processing, business
applications, documentation,
personal computing, word
processing, etc.)
Computer Science & Systems
Analysis (includes hardware,
operating systems , programming
languages, systems analysis, etc.)
Cosmet ics
Cybernetics & Robotics
Electronics
Electrotechnology
Fashion
Glass & Ceramics
Metallurgy
Military & Naval Sciences
Mining

Missiles & RocketryOptics
Paper & Pulp Industry
Petroleum , Natural Gas & Fossi l Fuel s
Photography & Ci nematographv
Plastics & Rubber
·
Printing & Publishing
Silicates
Telecommunications
Textiles
Transportation & Railroads
Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Civil & Hydraulic Engineering
- Electrical Engineering
Industrial Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Nuclear Engineering (See Nuclear
Science & Engineering)
Sanitation Engineering
SCIENCE
Agricultural Sciences
Agricult ure
Fishery
Food & Nutrition
Forestry
Land Management
Veterinary Medicine

Bacteriology & Virology

ComHuter Science (see INDU STRY &

TEC NOLOGY)

Earth Sciences
Earth Sciences
Ecology & Environmental Science
Geography & Cartography
Geology & Geophysics
Meteorology
Oceanography
Mathematics
Mathematics & Statistics
Medicine & Medical Sciences
Anatomy & Physiology
Dentistry
Health Care (includes nursing, facili ty
management, government health
programs , etc. )
Immunology & Radiology
Medical Instrumentation & Techniques
(includes surgery)
Medicine & Medicinal Sciences
Nontraditional ['.1edicine (includes
acupunct ure, faith healing, herbal
medicine, etc.)
Pharmacy & Pharmacology
Physical Sciences
Ast ronomy & Astrophysics
Chemistry
Nuclear Science & Engineering
Physical Sciences
Physics
Solid State Physics (includes
crystallography, semiconductors)
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American Translators Association

Russian Language Division

Database Entry Form
NAME: _____________________________________________
ADDRESS: _________________________________________

TELEPHONE/FAX:----------------------------------E-MAIL: _________________________________________
TRANSLATOR: yes/no

INTERPRETER: yes/no

INSTRUCTOR: yes/no

NATIVE LANGUAGE:

OTHER LANGUAGES:

DEGREE(S):

AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION: [list up to six from ATA reference list on page10]
1.

3.

5._______________

2.

4.

6.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

MEMBER ATA: [check one] active
ATA ACCREDITATION:
FREE-LANCE: yes/no

associate
to _____

division affiliate

_____ to _____

REFERRALS: yes/no

EQUIPMENT:

EXPERIENCE: ---------------------------------------------OTHER SERVICES:

Please detach this page, fold in half, staple, and mail to the address on the back.

c
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Database Entry Form
The database entry form given in the February
SlavFile did not include the full list of ATA
specializations. If you have already sent your form in,
please mark your name and your specializations on
this copy and send it on to Robert Welsh, so that he
ca n comp lete your entry. If you are new to the
directory, please fill out the form according to the
notes given on this page. We also include a sample
form for your reference.

Sample Database Entry Form
LINGUIST, Ima
123 Younameit Street, Apt. SA
Mytown, Mystate 99999-9999
Phone: (101) 555-1212, Fax: (101) 555-3456
E-Mail: ima@home.com
TRANSLATOR: Yes
INTERPRETER: Yes
ATA ACCREDITED: Russ-Eng, Eng-Russ
Fr-Eng, Span-Eng
INSTRUCTOR: Yes
NATIVE LANGUAGE: Ukrainian
OTHER LANGUAGES: Belorussian, Romanian,
Celtic
DEGREES : MA, Translation Theory;
BA , Linguistics ; MS, Computer Science ;
BS, Electrical Engineering
AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION:
1. Linguistics
2. Interpreting
3. Computer Science & Systems Analysis
4. Electrical Engineering
5. Building & Construction
6 . Cybernetics & Robotics
ATA MEMBERSHIP: active (x), associate ( )
division affiliate ( )
FREE-LANCE: Yes
REFERRALS: Yes
EQUIPMENT: IBM-compatible PC, modem , fax,
laser printer, Cyrillic fonts, Word 6.0a,
WordPerfect 5.2.
EXPERIENCE: Twenty years experience translating
and interpreting for major U.S. corporations expanding
their business into Eastern Europe and the former
Soviet republics. Served as Senior Editor for leading
U.S. publisher of Soviet technical journals and books.
OTHER SERVICES: Desktop publishing (English and
Slavic languages) , proofreading, consulting . Private
tutoring in Slavic languages and English as a Foreign
Language .

Notes
TRANSLATOR'S NAME This is essential. What is
your name?
ADDRESS How do you receive mail? Where do
you want your clients to send your check?
TELEPHONE, FAX, E-fvlAlL: Please list only the
one number in each category that you can be
reached at by a prospective client. Make it easy
for the client to reach you; don't expect him or her
to try four or five different numbers on the off
chance that you might be at one of them.
TRANSLATOR: Yes / No. Are you a translator?
INTERPRETER: Yes / No
INSTRUCTOR: Yes / No

Are you an interpreter?
Are you an instructor?

OTHER LANGUAGES: What languages other than
Russian and English are you competent to
translate, interpret , or teach?
NATIVE LANGUAGE: In what language did you
receive your formal education? Only one, please
DEGREES: What degrees do you hold and in what
fields of study were they granted?
AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION: Choose oniy six
from the subject ready reference I ist of AT A
recognized specializations. Please, do not claim to
be competent in everything. List only those
specializations that you are qualified by education
and experience to translate / interpret.
ATA MEMBER: Check only one of following:
active _ _ associate

division affiliate

ATA ACCREDITED: In what language pairs have you
been accredited by the AT A? List these
combinations.
FREE-LANCE: Yes / No. Are you willing to work on
a free-lance basis?
REFERRALS: Yes / No. Will you accept work
referred to you by other agencies / translators?
EQUIPMENT: What equipment do you have at your
disposal?
EXPERIENCE: Here is your opportunity to sell your
abilities to prospective clients . Using 255 or few er
characters, explain what you have done that a
prospective client might want you to do again for
him or her .
OTHER SERVICES : Can you offer anything other
than translating or interpreting ability? What?
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